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Building Community

Human Resources Manager Liz Gregorek has
over 10 years of service at the Verpol plant
with more than 25 years of human resource
experience. Liz and her husband Derek moved
to Vermont from Maryland over 25 years ago to
raise their family outside of the busy city. She
grew up in the Washington DC area – Rockville,
MD – and graduated from Elon College in North
Carolina. Liz has her PHR (Professional in
Human Resources) HR Certification.
Since 1989 Liz has lived in Brandon where she
and her husband reside today. Liz is not only busy at work but is very active
in the community in which she lives. She is President of the BACC (Brandon
Area Chamber of Commerce) and is an active member with Brandon
Economic Development. The BACC works with the town and Brandon
Economic Development to continuously maintain businesses and economic
strength for the town. As president of the Chamber, Liz works with others in
the committee to help build Brandon. She also enjoys being involved in the
town’s new Barn Raising plan, where the community and its organizations
are coming together to communicate, market, collaborate, and “show off”
what Brandon has become and is still becoming.
Liz not only supports the Brandon community but also Rutland County.
She is involved with the REDC board (Rutland Economic Development
Corporation) because she believes businesses need to work together in
building economically strong communities. She is also a board member
of RRWIB (Rutland Region Workforce Investment Board) and agrees that
linking business and education communities will help bridge the gap
between the community’s workforce of today and that of the future.
Outside of her busy work schedule, Liz enjoys the great outdoors. Last fall
she was granted a moose permit and spent many days out in the woods
scouting and hunting. She loves the green mountains and often goes on
hikes with her husband year-round. During the week you may even see her
around town walking with her friends. She also enjoys spending time at
home and tending to her chickens!
As a manager with Omya, Liz sees it as her responsibility to be involved with
the local communities to provide an environment where employees can
live, be happy, raise their families and feel safe. Liz strongly believes that you
must get involved if you want positive change. She takes pride in working
for a company that cares about their employees and the towns where they
have a presence.
“We can’t help everyone, but everyone can help someone.”
-Ronald Reagan
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people at Omya

Omya’s Pitch
< continued from first page >

on real priorities. This of course is a challenge, but we are a small state
with a limited tax base and we must strike the right balance between
business taxes and remaining competitive.
In closing, with over 100 years of proven reserves Omya is fully vested
in Vermont and considers itself to be both a responsible corporate
citizen and an environmental steward of Vermont. It is in Omya’s own
best interest to preserve the environment, serve our communities, grow
our business and offer exceptional value to our customers. For these
very reasons, what is good for Omya is good for the State of Vermont!
Omya fully and readily accepts its responsibility to operate as a good
corporate citizen. We view ourselves as partners with our neighbors,
the communities where we work and live, and the State of Vermont.
As partners, we need to continue to work together to increase the
competitive landscape of our great State and ensure future success.

New Safety Signs
Omya’s commitment to
safety and a zero-incident
goal remains paramount.
Recently here at Verpol we
have implemented a new safety
incident communication system
to improve the notification of
safety related incidents.
Two safety signs – one for
East Plant and one for West
Plant – have been installed to
communicate “real time” near
misses and/or injuries. These
signs are equipped with traffic
lights to show no near misses
or injuries (green), a near miss
(yellow) and an injury (red).
The signs also have a digital
display showing the amount
of consecutive days without a
recordable injury. In addition to
the signs, immediate emails are sent out plant-wide to communicate
the incidents.
This “real time” notification of incidents will both help improve safety
communication at Verpol and remind us every day, as we see the signs
coming into work, to keep safety a top priority.
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Omya’s Pitch
In February 2015, Omya was invited by the Lt. Governor of Vermont, Phil Scott,
to participate in an initiative to pitch potential legislative actions which would
assist businesses in creating jobs and increasing business activity in the State
of Vermont. Although the majority of the initiatives presented were shorter-term
in nature, the presentation from Omya concentrated on longer-term initiatives
which would impact not only our business but the general business climate
throughout Vermont. The communities around us are directly affected by these
initiatives so we thought it would be helpful to summarize our comments here.
In simplest terms, we’re in the business of crushing, grinding and modifying
stone to be used in the manufacturing of consumer goods – paper, plastics and
paints – that each of us use in our everyday lives. In order to do this in Vermont
we need to maintain more than 500 permit conditions. Our sister plants in
Canada and in the southern U.S. with similar operations are regulated in a more
straightforward manner – to the order of about 20% of the number of permit
conditions we have in Vermont. At times many of these regulations can be
overreaching and miss the intended mark by creating bureaucracies and costs
without the intended benefits. For Vermont to be competitive, we must use the
best available science – and not emotions – to regulate industry.
The common practice in Vermont to establish or adopt standards from various
entities which are more stringent, even in the face of already approved and
effective federal standards, puts Vermont at a competitive disadvantage. These
federal standards are commonly used elsewhere in the USA and in the markets
we serve; Vermont’s regulatory practices can make it more difficult to maintain
a competitive edge and be successful in growing business in the State. The best
regulations are those based upon facts and science and add value to the citizens
of Vermont. Overly stringent approaches cause barriers for future expansion and
do nothing to attract new business to Vermont. Being first or unique in the nation
on any particular regulation is not always in the best interest of all Vermonters.
Energy is important to us and our production process at Omya is very energy
intensive. In recent years we’ve reduced our dependence on No. 2 fuel oil by
switching to less expensive, liquefied natural gas to fuel our boilers, our dryers
and the trucks which haul our stone from Middlebury to Florence. Liquefied
natural gas also results in fewer pollution emissions and is friendlier to the
environment than No. 2 fuel oil. In Florence, we compete with our sister plants
for volume – and less costly energy has helped us remain competitive – but we’re
still not there. Our southern U.S. sister company receives natural gas at less than
half our existing cost. Vermont has the cheapest electricity cost in all of New
England, but it is still about 50% higher than our southern sister and 20% higher
than our Canadian sister. This will continue to be an important competitive issue
for all industries in Vermont.
Omya does offer a generous compensation package and we do not have much
difficulty recruiting qualified technical and engineering talent from all over
the USA. However, one common observation from almost all new hires is the
increased cost of living in Vermont. In a recent article in www.marketwatch.
com titled “Retire Here, Not There: Vermont” dated May 15, 2014 the cost of
living in Rutland is stated to be about 10% higher than the national average.
Ever increasing taxes and fees are pushing this number higher and higher. The
financial health of a Vermont worker suffers as these cost of living increases
exceeds his or her growth in working wages. Like all businesses, Omya operates
with finite financial resources. This is good. It makes us disciplined and efficient.
Vermont also needs to live within its means and make important decisions based

LNG-fueled Trucks

< continued on page 4 >

In October of 2014, Omya implemented the second phase of the LNG facility
project: LNG-fueled ore trucks. This transition to LNG-fueled trucks also
arrived at the same time as the move to our new ore hauling contractor Casella
Construction. Casella took over for our longtime hauling contractor L.F. Carter
and its subcontractor Dido’s Trucking. L.F. Carter was offered the opportunity to
switch its tractor fleet to LNG but declined. Fortunately, all drivers who applied
were hired by Casella to continue their career hauling ore to the plant.
Casella purchased 16 Kenworth T-800 Tractors powered by Cummins natural
gas engines. The company also purchased 16 dump trailers to haul the marble
ore to the plant. Each of these trailers holds approximately 34 tons which results
in nearly a four percent reduction in truck traffic compared to the previous haul
trucks.
There are many benefits in switching to LNG-fueled trucks. They will save
approximately 25% of ore hauling fuel costs, the engines are significantly quieter
than traditional diesel engines and they are much cleaner burning.
The trucks are also equipped with a GPS system which tracks and records the
driver’s speed and behavior as
well as location. This technology
will ultimately help Casella
and Omya with efficiency
improvements and traffic safety.
As an additional safety feature to
prevent speeding, speed limiter
governors were also added to
the trucks.
These LNG-fueled trucks are
another great example of how
Omya continuously strives to
make improvements.

what’snew

This has now been my second winter in
Vermont and I am happy to report that my
family and I have come through both winters
relatively unscathed and undeterred. We
consider this to be rather an accomplishment,
given that we grew up in sunny South Africa
and moved to Vermont from warm and balmy
Arizona. It has actually been a very rewarding
experience to be exposed to all these changes,
not only living in different places and climates
but getting to know new people with different
experiences and perspectives. Working at
Omya, especially here in Florence, one might imagine that everything
should be pretty standard and, as it is such a mature facility, not many
changes would be in the cards.
This could not be further from the truth. Omya has been present here
since the late 1970’s but our plant is constantly evolving to the new
opportunities that the markets, the community, the environment and
regulatory atmosphere present. Throughout the years many changes
have occurred but the one constant is that Omya is still here – and
still making a significant contribution to the community. Omya, in
Vermont, supports 140 full time employees and approximately 150
contractors and vendors. We’ve been operating in Vermont for
more than 40 years. Omya annually spends in excess of $50 million
in Vermont on goods and services and contributes more than three
million in property taxes to 25 towns in Vermont.
During the course of 2014 we have commissioned the liquid natural
gas [LNG] truck fuel loading system. The fleet of diesel fuel operated
trucks hauling stone from the Middlebury quarry was replaced by
a new fleet of 16 state-of-the-art LNG trucks owned and operated
by Casella, the new contractor tasked to provide stone to our plant
from Middlebury. Casella replaced the service provided by L.F. Carter
for many years. Casella has done well to continue and build upon
the good name and reputation left by the L.F. Carter drivers and we
have received numerous reports of courteous and safe driving by
the Casella drivers on Route 7. Please continue to let us know of any
concerns you may have.
The one nagging issue which still perplexes us – and we have to
admit it is an issue we do not have a good solution for yet – is the
“misdirected truck” issue. We still have trucks coming into our plant
via Whipple Hollow in West Rutland and West Creek road in Proctor.
We have contracted with both the Pittsford and Rutland sheriff
departments to patrol these roads during peak traffic periods. Trucks
will be stopped and weighed on the scale at Omya and, if found to
be overweight, will be ticketed. Hopefully the word will spread and
truckers will be more reluctant to take their chances on these illegal
routes.
We at Omya value all your remarks and suggestions, especially
regarding this publication, and would encourage you to contact us if
you have any questions or concerns. Feel free to contact me directly
at 802-770-7617 or use our automated 24-Hour Community Feedback
Line at 802-770-7644. We value your calls and will do our best to reply
to you in a timely manner. Thank you for your continued support.
Also, finally, I have to admit that I now understand why all Vermonters
eagerly await the end of winter…have a safe and pleasant summer
and let’s hope it lasts forever! This is a true Vermont statement and
something that the last two winters in Vermont have taught me.
Best Regards,
Wayne Wilmans
wayne.wilmans@omya.com

Interested In A Tour?
You are cordially invited to visit our facility and see what we do.
Schedule a private tour or come as a group and discover how
our highly skilled employees use state-of-the-art processes to
produce high-quality calcium carbonate products which are used
in thousands of consumer applications including paper, paint,
plastics, duct tape, vinyl siding, carpet, PVC pipe, diapers, and
more!
The Verpol plant is the largest of the Omya operations in the
United States and is the third largest Omya plant in the world.
Here, Omya quarries marble
which then is ground,
milled, and purified to
produce a finely-ground
calcium carbonate.
For further information
please contact Jill Blanchard
at 802-770-7500 or leave a
message on our Community
Feedback Line at
802-770-7644.
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recent & upcoming

events

May 1
Omya Employee Green Up Day
May 2
Town of Pittsford Green Up Day*

Engineering Partnership
For more than 10 years Omya has encouraged college
students in the engineering field to come work with Omya
for a summer (or two, or three). It’s always exciting to
have the opportunity to share our facility with an upand-coming engineering student. The experience offers
fabulous on-the-job practical experience, the ability to
put theory into action, and the opportunity to be one step
ahead of others upon return to school. What more could
a student ask for? Getting paid? Well that’s part of the deal
too!

May
Biannual Water Monitoring Event (includes
quarterly surface water monitoring)

Vermont has had the privilege to hire up to eight
engineering students at a time – it all depends on the
availability that our full time engineers have to spend
with the summer hires. Typically, those students who
have the self-initiative and assertive behaviors excel in
our environment. Because of our type of business and process, students focusing upon
chemical, mechanical, electrical and civil disciplines work quite well with our program,
along with automation and environmentally-focused students.

June 10
Brandon Chamber of Commerce—Mixer and Tour
at Omya *

Through the many years we have recruited from both local schools and schools where
our full time employees are alumni: UVM, VTC, Clarkson and RIT. We have realized those
students who live in the Rutland region certainly know about Omya – which makes
recruitment pretty darn simple for our HR Manager.

May 6
Red Cross Blood Drive at Otter Valley High
School*

July 30
Community Issue Team Meeting
August 15
Pittsford Day (Pittsford Fire Station)—Satin and
Steel *
October 13
Rutland Region Chamber of Commerce —
Vermont Marble Museum (Omya’s Mixer)*
October
Biannual Water Monitoring Event (includes
quarterly surface water monitoring)
*Omya is a sponsor of this event

Omya Gives Back
At Omya we feel it’s our civic responsibility to
support local efforts which benefit our community
and neighbors. In the past six months we have
made donations to the following organizations and
community groups:
Civic Fundraisers
Brandon United Methodist Church
Donations for Diabetes
Italian American Club
Mendon Fish and Game
Middlebury Fire Department
Middlebury Rotary Auction
RAVE
Rutland Blooms
Rutland Women’s Shelter
Salisbury Historical Society
Veterans of Foreign Wards – Loyalty Day Parade
2015 Rutland Mud Volley Ball Tournament
Youth Fundraisers
Black Ice Hockey
DCF – Family Services
Fair Haven Union High School
Lady Celtic Basketball Team
Lake Region Orchestra
Little Otters Wrestling
Lothrop Elementary School
Mill River Union High School
Modern Woodsmen of Wells
MSJ Girls Soccer Team
Otter Paws
Otter Valley Walking Stick Theatre
Pittsford Cadet Program
Pittsford Christmas for Kids
Pittsford Recreation Department
Proctor High School
SCAMP Camp
Vermont State Science and Mathematics
Wells Village School
West Rutland High School
Wonderfeet Kids Museum
Parent Teacher Organization-Association (PTO-PTA)
Friends of Leicester Central School
Quarry Hill School
West Rutland Booster Club
Fundraiser Walks & Runs
Middlebury Maple Run
Community Events
Bowen Walk Fund
Brandon Town Hall Community Center
Castleton State College Summer Concert Series
< continued on page 3 >
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We must not always rely on “word of mouth,” however. In 2015 UVM and Omya have
started a partnership for interning students who have the aforementioned interests. The
College of Engineering and Mathematical Sciences Internship Coordinator came for a
tour and visit with Omya and, as a result, we are participating in their internship program
and have received references and referrals on several of their students.
By attending the various job fairs and participating in the internship program, we will
have no problem filling our several summer vacancies. We look forward to relationships
being developed, mentoring and learning now and into the future.
Those who say there are no engineers to recruit haven’t reached out and let the
students know they are looking. Omya has found success with hiring recent engineering
graduates, investing/fostering their professional development and integrating them into
various technical positions throughout our operation.

Beneficial Uses of Omya SPS Continue
to Grow
As recently reported in The Addison
Independent, the Town of Salisbury
received approval from the State of
Vermont to use Omya SPS_FL as
cover material at their unlined landfill.
Salisbury is one of two remaining
unlined landfills (the other being
Bristol) still operating in Vermont
and is now on course to keep its
solid waste facility open for another
twenty years. It was around 1990 that
both Salisbury and Bristol secured state permission to keep their respective unlined
landfills open, thanks to a 1,000-ton exemption provision in Vermont’s environmental
regulations. The Town of Salisbury landfill is on “healthy financial footing” due to
the money they have already set aside to cover the landfill closure costs coupled
with the cover material being provided by Omya. The SPS – a byproduct of Omya’s
mineral processing facility in Florence – has high mineral content, low permeability
and the ability to support vegetation to the extent that the Vermont Agency of Natural
Resources has approved it for use as landfill cover. This means the town does not have
to pay to import costly sand and clay to serve that purpose.
This arrangement is made even more efficient because Omya delivers the material
periodically to the landfill with the same haul trucks used daily to transport feed stone
from the Middlebury Quarry to the Florence mineral processing operation via U.S.
Route 7. The feed stone haul trucks, recently converted to liquefied natural gas fired
engines (see related article on page 1 of this newsletter), can transport the SPS_FL to
the Salisbury landfill on their return trips from the plant to the quarry when they would
otherwise be empty. This backhaul requires only a minor detour on the return trip since
the landfill is only a short distance off U.S. Route 7.
This opportunity presented itself at an ideal time for the Town since the available
onsite sand & clay previously used for daily cover is running out. The Omya material
will fill that void and provide ample cover for when the landfill is closed. According
to Salisbury town officials, residents are pleased that the landfill will remain open for
another two decades because many use it not only as a place to bring their household
waste, but to catch up with neighbors, circulate petitions and campaign. It is also a
location for people to bring their recyclables and outdated electronics.

“Join the Team So We Can Keep Our
Beautiful State Green”
This phrase was the winning entry
(submitted by David Flory) in a
company-wide contest for the catchiest
Green Up Day slogan. On May 1,
Omya employees again hit the roads in
Pittsford to pick up trash that collected
over the long winter months.
Employees were given the opportunity
to be excused from their morning
work load to take part in Green Up.
Employees teamed up in several groups to cover surrounding roads leading
into the plant – Kendall Hill and Depot Hill roads, portions of West Creek, Fire Hill
Road and Whipple Hollow roads. Green Up was successful as Omya employees
collected over 70 bags of trash, 15 tires, 1 mattress and 1 rug.
Omya proudly supports Green Up Day. Since 1997 employees have kept up
the Omya tradition, which takes place one day prior to the statewide event.
Employees were equipped with cold water and juice for hydration, safety vests,
gloves, tick and bug repellent and received a safety briefing prior to setting off. All
employees (including those who remained behind to keep the plant running) were
given t-shirts with the winning slogan. The event concluded with a BBQ lunch for
all to enjoy.
On Saturday, May 2, Omya teamed up with the town of Pittsford to make the
town-wide Green Up Day a success.

Update on Recertification of TMF
By July 31, 2015 based on communications with the State, the Vermont Solid
Waste Management Division expects to recertify the Tailings Management
Facility (TMF) located at Omya’s Verpol Plant in Florence, Vermont. The TMF
will be approved to operate under a 5-year Solid Waste Disposal Facility
Certification until the summer of 2020.
With this new certification the approval of the TMF remains unchanged
from the facility certified in 2010 with one notable exception: there is no
longer a requirement for the TMF to be lined. This decision is based upon
and is supported by the substantial scientific evidence demonstrating that
the materials to be placed in the TMF are safe to human health and the
environment and that a liner serves no practical purpose.
The liner waiver was justified based primarily on Omya discontinuing the use
of aminoethylethanolamine (AEEA) as a component in the flotation reagent in
2010 and replacing it with DETA (diethylenetriamine), which is significantly less
harmful than AEEA. Although DETA was generally known at that time to be
safer than AEEA, it wasn’t until 2012 that the EPA determined that the toxicity
database for DETA is “complete,” meaning that the additional safety factor (of
10) previously applied to establish a conservative drinking water standard – to
account for the incompleteness of toxicity information for DETA – is no longer
necessary.
Upon review of this 2012 EPA determination, along with new evidence and
scientific analyses submitted by Omya demonstrating that the toxicity of
DETA is extremely low, a revised Vermont Department of Health Drinking
Water guidance value of 5,154 micrograms per liter (μg/L) has been developed
for DETA. This safe level is an order of magnitude above the maximum
concentrations detected in the Omya tailings leachate. Additionally, the toxicity
of DETA – and by extension Omya’s tailings – is so low that tailings have been
approved for use in Vermont and several other states in the northeast as an
agricultural liming material. The tailings (containing trace quantities of DETA)
are now being used directly on soils to improve agricultural growing conditions.
Based on these considerations, there is no longer any need for a liner for the
TMF since it would not cause an undue adverse impact to groundwater, to
human health or to the environment.

contact
Do you have a comment
or suggestion?
We want to know.

us

802-770-7644
The Omya Community Feedback Line is available 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week. You can also reach us through our
website at www.OmyaInVermont.net. Simply click on
“Contact” and select any one of the contacts listed or fill
out the on-line comment form at the bottom of the page.
All calls and website inquiries will be returned by 5:00 p.m.
on the next regular business day.

Volunteering at the Brandon
Senior Center
Omya once again was proud to sponsor the St. Patrick’s
Day dinner at the Brandon Senior Center on March 10.
Omya will sponsor a second dinner at the Senior Center
later this summer.

On January 8, 2015, the Omya Community Issue Team met in Brandon
for its quarterly meeting. This meeting was dedicated to a recertification
of Omya’s tailings management facility and our request for a waiver of the
liner requirement. A presentation on the toxicology, engineering and water
monitoring data was given by various third-party consultants in their respective
areas of expertise. The meeting was attended by Florence/Pittsford neighbors,
town municipal officials, Residents Concerned about Omya (RCO), Vermonters
for a Clean Environment (VCE) and State of Vermont regulatory staff. The
feedback was overwhelmingly positive with regards to the science provided
and in support for the waiver of the liner. Following this meeting and their
review of the extensive information provided, VCE kindly submitted a written
letter to the Vermont regulators stating their support of the revised DETA safe
drinking water level recommendation and the liner waiver request. Omya
believes the process used here to arrive at a solution that is protective of the
environment while helping Omya remain competitive is an excellent example
of using good science and stakeholder input to arrive at good regulatory
decision. Omya thanks all involved!

For Verpol, Consistency Makes the
Best Stone Stew
While mining the highest quality
material may be the only goal
for some mining companies,
consistency is the name of the
game for Omya’s Verpol plant.
Verpol’s customers – paper,
paint and plastics manufacturers
– require not necessarily the
whitest calcium carbonate
but reliably consistent and
sustainable quality calcium
carbonate. The Middlebury Quarry provides the essential first step in making
Verpol’s ground calcium carbonate one of the most consistent calcium carbonate
products on the planet.
For starters, Mother Nature was certainly a big help. By tipping the light grey
and white calcite marble layers of the Shelburne Formation vertically several
hundred million years ago, she provided Omya the opportunity to access a broad
distribution of marble qualities from each and every bench within the Middlebury
Quarry. The light grey marble layers in the eastern portion of the quarry, also
known as the Lower Columbian member of the Shelburne Formation, are
more consistent in purity than the white layers, and are naturally sorted by
color (brightness). The Upper Columbian member, the white marble layers in
the western half of the quarry, are much more variable in purity due to layers
of calcite marble mixed with layers containing other minerals such as quartz,
feldspar, chlorite and mica. These white layers are sorted by purity. By drilling,
blasting, and blending across specific grey and white layers within the marble
deposit, Shelburne Limestone Corporation (SLC), Omya’s quarry contractor,
creates well blended, consistent quality stockpiles of rock of various color and
purity. This careful blending process helps Omya utilize better than 90% of the
rock in the quarry for Verpol feed stone. The small amount that cannot be used,
about 10%, is crushed by SLC to make construction aggregate for the local
community. Consequently, utilizing 100% of the rock in the quarry meets one of
Omya’s sustainability goals of Zero Waste. Also, to reduce the amount of energy
required to grind the marble into a powder, SLC crushes Verpol’s feed stone into
two different sizes: one-foot diameter coarse rock, and two-inch and smaller rock
fines. These two sizes aid in the marble grinding itself more efficiently, with big
rock “cascading” down upon and crushing smaller rock in Omya’s Cascade Mill.
From these carefully blended stone qualities and sizes stockpiled by SLC, Omya’s
geologist Andy McIntosh – like a master chef – directs Casella Construction’s front
end loaders to dig a consistent recipe from the stockpiles for Verpol’s stone feed.
Verpol’s quality lab then tests the stone mix several times per day. If the recipe
needs to be “sweetened” a bit, Andy can adjust the qualities of rock in the mix.
If the energy consumption of the Cascade Mill needs adjusting, Andy can adjust
the mix of stone sizes. Through this effort of crushing and sorting by SLC, mixing
and blending by Casella Construction and sampling and testing by Verpol’s
quality lab, Andy is able to create a consistent stone stew for Verpol hour to hour,
day by day and, ultimately, decade after decade.

Pictured back row: Jim Prior - Omya Project Manager
and Robert Treworgy – Omya Automation Manager.
Pictured front row: Kathy Mathis - Brandon Senior
Center Program Director and Wayne Wilmans - Omya
Plant Manager.

Omya Gives Back

< continued from page 2 >

Henry Sheldon’s Museum
Homeward Bound
Paramount Theatre
Rutland City Rescue Mission
Food Shelves
Brandon Food Shelf
Castleton Food Shelf
Fair Haven Concerned
HOPE – Middlebury
Pittsford, Proctor, Chittenden, Florence Food Shelf
West Rutland Food Shelf
To make a donation request please contact us at 802770-7500. You may also make requests through our
website at www.OmyaInVermont.net. Simply click on
“Community” and select “Donations” or mail requests to
the Omya Verpol Facility at P.O. Box 10, Whipple Hollow
Road, Florence, VT 05744. The Donations Committee
meets monthly to review requests.

For more information about Omya’s
North American and
International Operations visit
www.omya-na.com and
www.omya.com.
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